New Helos™ HPG14 (Series) for Parking
The New Featherweight Champion

HPG14 Series

- Delivered lumen range: 3,941 – 10,084 lm
- Input power: 36 – 79W
- Efficacy: 110 – 135 lm/W
- Unique hexagonal light guide with edge-lit LED light engine
- TekLink™ TL200 option, provides simple, wireless zonal control via occupancy sensors
- No commissioning required
- Unique security key for added network protection
- No uncomfortable “cascade effect” lighting

Nominal size: 14" diameter
Installation type: direct-to-surface over recessed electrical box; quick-mount surface or recessed electrical box; trunnion or pendant
Lamp type: LED

Kenall’s Helos™ parking luminaire series is designed to make your lighting, and its installation into your parking structure, easier. This new edge-lit design features a flat illuminance plane that provides superior lighting performance, regardless of mounting type.

At just 7 pounds, Helos weighs less than half of its closest competitor, making it economical to ship and easy to install. Best of all, Helos can go straight from box to ceiling, with simple, wireless, zonal TekLink TL200 controls, and no commissioning. System adjustments can be managed via an intuitive mobile app.

And that's just three of the many ways Helos makes your next parking luminaire choice an easy one.